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Document overview 
This guide is intended to help Commvault Managed Service Provider partners understand how license usage is metered, 
measured, calculated, and subsequently billed. This purpose of this guide is informative and does not supersede or 
replace the terms of licensing outlined in any specific Managed Service Provider licensing agreements. In the case of any 
licensing and usage discrepancies between the methods outlined in this document and any terms and conditions outlined 
in any Managed Service Provider licensing agreements in effect, the terms and conditions outlined in any executed 
Commvault Managed Service Provider licensing agreement will take precedence and serve as the final terms of licensing. 
As the guidance in this document is for informational purposes only, the content, guidelines, and terms contained in this 
document are subject to change at any time by Commvault. 

Managed Service Provider licensing and billing 
For Managed Service Providers, Commvault software uses the total (cumulative) license usage calculation to determine 
license usage and billing. Total license usage can be either capacity-based (per Front-end TB1) or entity-based (per 
unique client computer, user, mailbox, or other entity), based on the type of license you purchased. Total license usage 
for capacity-based licenses and entity-based licenses are calculated differently. Managed Service Providers should view 
the Subclient Peak Usage report (SPUR) or Billing Details report (BDR) to help calculate, understand, or reconcile license 
usage and billing. 

Important: The commonly used License Summary report displays the current (not total) license usage calculation, 
which might cause some confusion for Managed Service Providers. In the License Summary report, current usage is a 
snapshot of concurrent active license usage at the particular instance that the License Summary report is calculated. 
Because Managed Service Provider billing is calculated based on the total cumulative (not current concurrent) license 
usage calculation, the numbers displayed in the Billing Royalty report and the numbers displayed in the Usage reports 
from the CommCell environment, such as the License Summary report can differ dramatically. That is why Managed 
Service Providers should use the Billing Details report or Subclient Peak Usage report instead of the License Summary 
report to understand their billable usage. 

In determining billable usage, the Managed Service Provider licensing and billing system looks for 2 criteria: 

1. That a client license is allocated to a client or subclient. 

2. That a valid backup data set (Full or Synthetic Full) is being retained for the client or subclient. 

If both conditions are satisfied, then the client and its usage will be counted as billable usage for the period. It is important 
to note that whether a backup job is run or not during the billing period does not factor into the determination of billable 
usage, only if a client license is allocated and if a Full or Synthetic Full data set from any previously run backup job is 
currently retained. 

For example, if “client 123” is backed up on day 5 of month 1 resulting in a backup data set of 2 TB with a retention policy 
of 90 days, but no additional jobs are run in month 2 or month 3, client 123 and its data set would be considered billable 
usage through month 2 and month 3 until either the data set is aged out from retention, or the client license is released by 
retiring or deconfiguring client 123 (retiring or deconfiguring, as described in Commvault documentation, would release 

 
1 Front-end Terabyte is defined as raw ingested unprocessed capacity taken in during a job prior to the application of any optimization or processing 
such as deduplication or compression. 



 

the client license allocated to client 123). Simply missing, pausing, or stopping backups on that client administratively 
would not negate the billable usage charge under Commvault Managed Service Provider licensing as a valid protected 
data set still exists and is being retained while a client license is allocated. This implies that although no new backup jobs 
may have been run in month 2 or month 3, the Managed Service Provider partner would see billed usage corresponding 
to client 123 for 5TB in both month 2 and month 3. 

Capacity-Based Total License Usage 
Total license usage is used to calculate billing for Managed Service Providers and can be based on capacity-based (per 
TB) licenses. Capacity-based licenses are calculated differently than entity-based (per unique device, user, mailbox, or 
other entity) licenses. 

In capacity-based total license usage, usage is calculated by taking the front-end terabyte (FET)2 usage of the largest 
data protection job (full or synthetic full) for a client during the time period (one month), regardless of whether the client is 
still actively used or protected at the end on of the billing period. This means that out of all jobs for a given client, the 
software uses the largest full backup job or synthetic full backup job for that month as the total. The size of the largest job 
is used to reflect the usage for that client for the entire month, even if the client is removed before the end of the month. 
The cumulative sum of all of the largest jobs for all unique clients as identified by their globally unique identifier (GUID)3 is 
the total usage billed. 

For example, if within the month (in this example, a 30-day period) a Managed Service Provider sees the following 
full/synthetic full jobs: 

Month Day Client Job Size (in TB) Peak 

1 1 AAA 001 10 10TB 

1 8 AAA 006 5 10TB 

1 15 AAA 145 22 22TB 

1 28 AAA 332 3 22TB 

2 1 AAA None run yet n/a 3 TB (taken 
from job #332 
in month 1) 

In this case, the largest usage for Client AAA during the period is 22 TB, and that is the amount used to calculate the 
Managed Service Provider's billing. 

This amount (22 TB) differs from what the Commcell administrator might see in a Usage or License Summary report that 
runs locally in the CommCell environment, particularly if the client was deconfigured or deleted before the end of the 
month. Local CommCell usage reports (License Summary report, Chargeback report, etc.) display only a snapshot of the 
concurrent license usage at that time and do not reflect the total cumulative capacity license that all of the unique 
(including possibly deleted or deconfigured) clients use throughout the entire measurement period. 

 
2 Front-end Terabyte is defined as raw ingested unprocessed capacity taken in during a job prior to the application of any optimization or processing 
such as deduplication or optimization. 
3 The Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) is a system generated and maintained unique identifier separate from an object’s common name typically used 
to identify it (i.e., hostname, smtp address, folder/file name, etc.). Common name identifiers such as hostname or filename can be duplicated, whereas 
GUID is globally unique regardless of other identifiers. 



 

If the backup is retained, but the client is deconfigured, its usage will still be considered during the month in which it  
is deconfigured. 

If no backup job has ever run for a client then no usage is billed. 

The job selected as “largest” (aka peak) for a given unique client is reset at the beginning of the measurement period 
(beginning of the month). Until a new job in the new measurement period is run, the last job completed is established as 
the peak largest job until any larger job is completed to become the new peak for that unique client. 

As a continuation of the example above, if Client AAA ran no jobs in Month 2, and assuming the retention period was 90 
days, the total for that client would be the last calculated job size, which would be 3 TB. 

However, if another set of jobs ran, the total is recalculated for the following month: 

Month Day Client Job Size (in TB) Peak 

2 5 AAA 435 1 3 TB (taken 
from job #332 
in month 1) 

2 12 AAA 489 15 15 TB 

2 25 AAA 435 10 15 TB 

In this case the new total for Month 2 would be 15 TB, replacing both the previous month’s peak billable amount of 22 TB, 
and last run job of 3 TB from the previous month. 

If no additional jobs were run in Month 2, then the peak starting in Month 3 would again be reset to the last job run from 
the previous month (Month 2), which would correspond to 10 TB, as the new peak in Month 3 until a job is run for that 
month. 

Entity-Based Total License Usage 
Entity-based (per device, user, etc.) total license usage counts the total number of unique entity licenses used during the 
time period (one month). This differs from local CommCell usage and the License Summary report in that the entity-based 
total license usage includes entities that might have been deleted or de-configured throughout the month.  

For example, if within the month (in this example, a 30-day period) a Managed Service Provider sees the following 
number of clients: 

Month Day Clients Number of clients 

1 1 A, B, C 3 

1 2 A, C 2 

1 29 A, D 2 

In this example, the billed entity usage for the month is 4, despite the fact that no more than 3 licenses were used 
simultaneously at a given time. Per our licensing agreements, the billed usage is 4 because total usage is based on the 
highest count  of unique entities (that is A,B, C, and D) used during the time period. The number of entities used 
simultaneously is not part of the total calculation. The same calculation applies for user-based licenses such as with SaaS 
protection (also O365, GSuite, and others). 



 

Managed Service Provider Licensing and Billing for Virtualization 
Virtualization license usage is calculated depending on whether you are licensed in your Managed Service Provider 
Agreement on capacity-based (typically per Front-End Terabyte4) or entity-based (typically per client or per user) 
licensing. 

Virtual Machines protected using the VSA without any application protection are counted towards a “VM Only” Managed 
Service Provider license and map to a “VM-F” MSP SKU. 

Virtual Machines protected using the VSA with the following supported applications5 identified in the Application Class 
Virtual (ACV) type list6 being protected will count towards an “Advanced VM” Managed Service Provider License and map 
to “VM-A” MSP SKU usage: 

• Active Directory 

• Microsoft Exchange 

• Microsoft SharePoint 

• Microsoft SQL Server 

• MySQL on Windows 

• MySQL on Linux 

• Oracle Database for Windows 

Virtual Machines protected using the VSA in combination with an installed iDA in guest agent (dual agent protection) to 
protect an application will count towards two (2) Managed Service Provider license usages, both “VM Only” and 
“Application Server”, and correspondingly “VM-F” and “DP-A” class MSP SKU usage. Because of this licensing policy it is 
recommended that the protection of any applications covered by the Application Class Virtual type list6 be protected using 
only the VSA, and that an iDA in guest agent be employed only when specific applications are not supported by the VSA. 
The VSA protection of supported ACV applications provides parity in protection with that of the iDA in guest agent but will 
only incur a single licensing usage under the “Advanced VM” license and corresponding “VM-A” MSP SKU when used 
alone (single agent protection). 

Virtual Machines not protected using the VSA, but protecting any application using the iDA in guest OS agent are counted 
towards one “Application Server” Managed Service Provider license usage, and correspondingly the “DP-A” class MSP 
SKU. 

Any protection using a reduced feature scope variant (i.e., VM-F or DP-F) in combination with a protection of an extended 
feature scope variant of the same class (i.e., VM-A or DP-A) will automatically be consolidated into a single license usage 
under the extended scope variant (i.e., VM-A, DP-A). For example, for a single VM, using an iDA in guest agent to protect 
the file system under a “VM File system only” license (DP-F MSP SKU) and an application under an “Application server” 
license (DP-A MSP SKU) will be counted only under the “Application Server” license and billed as “DP-A” MSP SKU 
usage. Similarly, any single VM that incurs usage under both VM-F and VM-A would only be counted under VM-A usage. 

 
4 Front-end Terabyte is defined as raw ingested unprocessed capacity taken in during a job prior to the application of any optimization or processing 
such as deduplication or optimization. 
5 Application list current at time of writing and for example purposes only. This list evolves over time. Please refer to Commvault online documentation 
for the latest list of ACV supported applications. 
6 The current updated list of ACV supported applications can be found at: 
https://documentation.commvault.com/commvault/v11_sp20/article?p=14243.htm 

https://documentation.commvault.com/commvault/v11_sp20/article?p=14243.htm
https://documentation.commvault.com/commvault/v11_sp20/article?p=14243.htm
https://documentation.commvault.com/commvault/v11_sp20/article?p=14243.htm


 

The following table illustrates these VM protection scenarios, usage metering rules and identifies the license(s) and MSP 
SKU(s) which would be applicable as found in the Subclient Peak Usage report, the Managed Service Provider Royalty 
Report, or Billing Details Report. 

Agent(s) used to protect single VM License Usage in SPUR Billable MSP SKU(s) 

• VM protected by: VSA 

• No app protected by: VSA 

• VM only 

 

• VM-F 

• VM protected by: VSA 

• ACV list app protected by: VSA 

• Advanced VM • VM-A 

• VM protected by: VSA 

• App (ACV or non-ACV) protected 
by: In Guest Agent (iDA) 

• VM Only 

• Application Server 

• VM-F 

• DP-A 

• VM protected by: VSA 

• ACV list app protected by: VSA 

• File System protected by: In guest 
agent (iDA) 

• Advanced VM 

• FS only VM 

• VM-A 

• DP-F 

• VM protected by: VSA 

• Any App Protected by: In Guest 
Agent (iDA) 

• File System protected by: In guest 
agent (iDA) 

• VM only 

• Application server 
(both application and 
FS protection will be 
counted under this 
license) 

• VM-F 

• DP-A (both application 
and FS protection will be 
counted under this SKU) 

• VM protected by: VSA 

• File System protected by: In guest 
agent (iDA) 

• File System Only VM • DP-F 

• VM protected by: VSA 

• Any application protection (ACV or 
non-ACV by: In guest agent (iDA) 

• File System Protected by: In guest 
agent (FileSystem Agent) 

• Application server (All 
jobs will be counted 
under this license) 

• DP-A (All protection will 
be counted under this 
SKU) 
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Managed Service Provider Licensing and Billing for Containers 
Under the terms of the Commvault Managed Service Provider program licensing at the time of writing of this document, 
containers are treated like virtual machines in terms of licensing usage metering and billing. Containers are subject to the 
same terms as outlined in the section on Managed Service Provider Licensing and Billing for Virtualization. This is subject 
to change. Any changes in licensing will be reflected in an updated version of this guide. 

Managed Service Provider Licensing for Mail and SaaS Applications 
Managed Service Provider Licensing for Mail and Cloud SaaS Applications usage is counted using entity-based licensing 
(per User) and is covered by the MBX class of MSP SKU. 

Mail and Cloud SaaS Application Licenses will be counted based on a mapping of user accounts in the associated LDAP 
directory, or directory of the application that dictates access to the application. Each unique User (as identified by their 
account SMTP address) will be counted as a single discrete user across supported applications for a given license. For 
example, user@company.com may have their Office 365 Data Protected, as well as GSuite, and Salesforce.com data 
protected. In this scenario, under the MBX-F MSP SKU license only one user entitlement would be counted, as there is 
only a single unique user being protected across applications, as per the terms of the MBX-F licensing. Please refer to the 
MSP SKU specific “Long Descriptions”7 regarding the specific terms for other MSP SKUs. Accounts that are marked as 
resources within LDAP (or related system) will not count towards the licensing total. Inactive accounts will also not be 
counted against the license total. If the platform does not support the indication of resource or inactive accounts, then all 
ingested mailboxes will be counted towards the total. Under consideration that mailbox data capture does not function on 
a traditional full/incremental methodology, all user accounts will be measured against licensing until a mail account is 
marked as “inactive” within the agent configuration. After that configuration occurs, that account’s mail will no longer be 
captured. 

Search and Journaling 
End user search functionality, as well as the Commvault Outlook Plug-ins for Content Store Mail are included with this 
license offering. Journal mailboxes will not count towards the overall mailbox count. However, it is important to note that 
compliance search and case management functionality is not granted under Commvault Complete™ Backup & Recovery 
for Mailboxes and is delivered as an add-on through the Commvault Activate™ product line. When Journaling is 
employed, an index of all e-mail senders is compiled and a count is recorded for the dominant sender domain, which is 
determined to be the licensee’s domain. A count of all unique senders from that domain will be used as the counting 
mechanism if this number is higher than the counts derived from the other methods listed previously in this guide. Note 
that public e-mail domains such as gmail.com or yahoo.com are not considered in this mechanism. 

 

The development release and timing of future product releases remains at Commvault’s sole discretion. Commvault is providing the following information in accordance with Commvault's 

standard product communication policies. Any resulting features, functionality, and enhancements or timing of release of such features, functionality, and enhancements are at the sole 

discretion of Commvault and may be modified without notice. All product roadmap or other similar information does not represent a commitment to deliver any material, code, or 

functionality, and should not be relied upon in making a purchasing decision. 

 
7 MSP SKU Long Descriptions can be found in your copy of your Service Provider Licensing Agreement executed with Commvault, or by requesting the 
long descriptions for any MSP SKU from your Commvault representative. 

https://www.commvault.com/legal-notices/trademarks
https://www.commvault.com/contact-us#chat
https://twitter.com/Commvault
https://www.facebook.com/Commvault
https://www.linkedin.com/company/commvault/
https://www.youtube.com/user/commvault
https://www.commvault.com/blogs
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